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About This Software

Game Character Hub is the ultimate program for creating and editing 2D game assets. It provides a built-in generator for
character and tileset creation. While the program was made to be compatible with RPG Maker XP, VX and VX Ace, the

elements found in the program should work with other 2D game engines as well. RPG Maker assets are for RPG Maker use
only.

Key Features

With Game Character Hub, you can easily create characters by choosing generator parts provided in the program. Simply select
a template, add items and you're done! You can also create your own custom templates and parts. Note that almost the same

logic applies to tilesets, so it doesn't necessarily need to be characters!
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With Game Character Hub's flexible layering, you can easily customize parts according to your needs; such as changing the
opacity, renaming, merging and deleting parts to name a few.

Game Character Hub's Preview window lets you see whats going on without having to stop what you're doing! You can pause
the animation and change different settings such as the animation speed, background color and even zoom! You can also set

custom animation previews with the Animation Management feature. Useful if you want to see if your Autotiles or Behaviour
poses seamlessly transition to one another!

With Game Character Hub's palette editor, it's easier for you to create your own palettes and change values. What's more is that
you can generate palette colors from all visible layers or specific ones. Great for finding the colors you need!

Tired of manually merging tile sheets on your own? Game Character Hub has a built in tileset merger to save you the work!
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Game Character Hub allows you to easily convert your character assets for different RPG Maker engines.

Other Features Include...

Flexible GUI Layout - Change the layout of the program to your liking!

Expansive History Window - Easily undo and redo artwork at any point in time during development.
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This game started out well but by chapter 3 it became painful. Chapter 4 was just torturous.

The story is only ok, and the puzzles are convoluted and irritating at best. There is no fast travel, and even if you can get the
character to run, he ambles about slowly making odd turns and generally being a slow pain in the butt.

I was using a walkthrough by chapter 3, and still the time it took to get from one place to another was torturous. Sometimes it
was literally 20 screens between actions and then you would just do one thing and have to march all the way back the way you
came for the next part. I can't imagine how horrible this game would have been without a walkthrough to keep me from
wandering aimlessly. As it was, I almost quit part way through chapter 4 when they had you backtrack across the entire map for
the 8th time in a row. It's like the designers WANT you to be irritated and start to hate the scenery that was interesting at first.
I'm glad I used a walkthrough though because the tasks were completely unpredictable and about half the time you had no help
whatsoever. I could have been wandering for hours just to find out that this item I just found needs to be used 20 screens away
in a way that I never could have predicted.

In short, this game is bad. There wasn't a single part that really made me think, and the flat, predictable story wasn't worth the
pain of the back and forth with the poor game mechanics.

3\/10. Tremendous roguelike! I love how it's been updated with lots of new lands, eyecandy, and game modes. People who know
me know that I only play the freshest games on Steam, and this is one of them.. Good game ;3. The scavenge ability is amazing,
especially if you research the techs associated with it. The campaign is also kind of fun too. (Especially with how hammy the
leader is, really makes it feel that much more like a GC2 callback.). I got $2.19 worth of comedy out of this game. Read other
reviews. Personally i think this is a must buy for deep strategy\/4x fans, wish i learnt about this game earlier. Best experience is
multiplayer games, single player is more like a practice for massive, blood-sheding mp games.
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it's a very addictive game. WOW - my little grey cells are burning.... this is a deceptively difficult game, contrary to what it may
seem on the surface. It gets challenging very quickly so if you feel the need to hone your wits, this is a great place to do so. No
timer, no pressure - just you versus the LOOP.... highly recommended to those who appreciate a good puzzle.. Being an early
access game, I can only day this game has a lot of room for improvement. The Minotaur character looks good, but that is about
it. The controls stink. I cannot find a way to pull the camera back out once it zooms in during fighting. Oh...and there is no clear
way to close the game. Nothing in the menu says "log out" or "end game". Had to Alt-Tab out and kill the process.
I hope this game gets better.. This game has soooooo much potential. The graphics are horrible. No way to upscale the graphics
and everything looks fuzzy. No matter what hardware you have. If the devs cleaned up the graphics, this game would be a
winner! Great concept. But too fuzzy to play without getting annoyed. Also, your pistols randomly disappear, so you lose the
game. Too bad, they almost had a winner here.. It has bad animations and just bad everything. It is a nightmare of weird
yoda\/golom things
and guns that sound like people sneezeing when they fire. The game tries to hide how bad every thing looks by making everthing
glow with light.. This is a nice puzzle game with good pacing. New mechanics are taught through simple levels before being
expanded upon and combined with previous ideas for greater challenges. The player must keep a "look before you leap" mindset
while attempting to solve each puzzle. I found the puzzles to be well-designed and quite clever, but there are a few later
challenges in which the player does not have enough information at first to reason through the entire puzzle, causing the player
to potentially fail at least once in order to understand the puzzle in its entirity; however, the player has infinite attempts at each
challenge. I really like the models for this game. They are fun and colorful and set a not-so-serious tone. In my opinion, the
sound effects were somewhat loud compared to the background music, but the music itself was easy on the ears. Overall, this is
an excellent game for patient thinkers with tender hearts. It is a joy to play, and I definitely recommend it.. Another Good Story
/ Expansion Pack of Half Life. This game has Good Storyline, Interesting objects, Many weapons, Cool Creatures, and
Challenging. In my opinion The gameplay is Hard even if you play on Easy.. I have only had one opportunity to play this, and I
played with two friends. We had a load of fun. While in VR I could sometimes hear gasps when i grabbed the wrong android,
and when I heard groans I knew I got the right one :)

The big boss robot seems to have a bit of an advantage, though I managed to win about half the time as the little android. My
friends mostly got caught.

This is the only game I have that lets someone in VR play wtih someone on the same PC, and I glad I got it. Just waiting to have
another opportunity to play it!. 10\/10 would bang
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